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Ephesians 4:25  having laid asideTherefore,

cosmic concepts, each one of you keep communicating 

absolute truth each one of you with your fellow believers 

because we are fellow members of the royal family of God.  

(EXT) 

24. The above passage describes the spiritual environment that the 

believer must develop and aggrandize in order to occupy and from 

which to function during the time of spiritual decline and the 

advent of the cycles of discipline. 

25. There is a playbook to which spiritually mature believers must 

apply when the Client Nation’s Zeitgeist is transformed away 

from the laws of divine establishment over to the tyrannical 

notions of the cosmic systems. 

25. The power is in the Word of God and is the artillery which the 

believer must know and apply.  Reliance upon the Word and 

obedience to it for your first line of defense, for it is the power 

that ultimately takes down the lie: 

Ephesians 5:6  Let no one deceive you by means 

of enticing words from the source of the Dark Side, for 

because of these ideas, the Word of God is coming upon the 

sons of disbelief. 

Principles Regarding the Cosmic Lust for Power 

1. The demand for power always exceeds the need for power.  

Legitimate authority requires relatively few people. 

2. Outside legitimate authority is always the arrogant who demand 

power and demand to be recognized. 

3. When those who are arrogant are the ones who do not have power 

but are willing toviolate the law to acquire it then the end result is 

violence. 

4. This conflict between legitimate power and those who lust for 

power historically leads to one of two consequences: (1) the 

overthrow of a Client Nation from enemies within or (2) the overt 

destruction of a nation from enemies without. 

5. The destruction of a Client Nation is the result of failing to see the 

requirement and necessity for a strong military to defend from 

enemies without or well-prepared and well-trained law 

enforcement from within. 

(End RECK-20.17.  See RECK-20.18 for continuation of study at p. 171.) 
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6. These challenges can only be averted or overcome by a large 

Pivot of mature believers, from without by a superior military 

establishment and within by well-trained law enforcement 

agencies. 

7, In our current situation, the biblical analysis puts us at the 

crossroads of whether the present Pivot is large enough to 

withstand the assaults from within or too small to offer any 

meaningful resistance. 

8. For almost a year, the strategy and tactics of the Dark Side have 

overwhelmed establishment safeguards, corrupted the system of 

free elections, and imposed violence within the streets free of  

jurisprudence. 

9. These downtrends have been allowed to occur because of the 

prolonged decline of Pivot power within the commonwealth.  

With a major decline of establishment viewpoint, rebellion against 

anything biblical, and motivated by power lust, a major political 

party and its minions have been able to do what the British, the 

Germans (twice), and the Japanese have been unable to do: 

successfully execute a revolt within our own borders with little or 

no resistance. 

10. This nation is at a crossroads of whether it can recover from this 

rebellion.  The recent election has potentially put in place a 

system whose stated objective is to completely transform our free 

republic into a oligarchy consisting of ultra-wealthy 

entrepreneurs, complicit politicians of local, state, and national 

power brokers, and a dumbed-down electorate which has bought 

the lie. 

11. These have come together to deploy systems of terror that Aldous 

Huxley (Brave New World), George Orwell (Animal Farm and 

Nineteen Eighty-four), and James Clavell (The Children’s Story) 

each wrote as fiction.  Left to their own devices, the current 

gaggle of Big Brothers are bringing these writers’ fictional 

ruminations into the full light of day. 

12. There is only one alternative available and that only for a precious 

few.  They are the ones who have a sophisticated inventory of the 

immutable Word of God—the Pivot of mature believers who, 

without fear, stand fast behind the divinely enforced walls of 

absolute truth facilitated in their souls’ stream of consciousness. 
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The Doctrine of the Client Nation 

A. Definition. 

1. A Client Nation is under the protection of God because of a large Pivot of 

believers whose major responsibility is to provide for the preservation, 

communication, and fulfillment of the canon of Scripture. 

a. Before the Israel became a nation in 1441 B.C., custodianship of 

the Word of God involved divine revelation prior to Moses’ 

authorship of the Pentateuch, the first five books of the Bible. 

b. After Israel became a nation, it was the resource for the 

authorship, preservation, and distribution of Scripture. 

c. During the writing and distribution of the New Testament books, 

the Client Nation changed from Judea to the Roman Empire in 

A.D. 70. 

2. The concept of a Client Nation was first introduced by Moses.  He was 

commanded by God to inform the people of Israel the following which is cited 

in: 

Exodus 19:4  ‘You yourselves have seen what I 

did to the Egyptians, and how I bore you on eagle’s wings, 

and brought you to Myself. 

v. 5  ‘Now then, if you will indeed obey My voice 

and keep My covenant, then you shall be My own 

possession among all the peoples, for all the earth is Mine; 

v. 6  and you shall be to Me a kingdom of priests and 

a holy nation.’  These are the words that you shall speak to 

the sons of Israel.” 

3. This declaration is repeated several times which emphasizes the point that the 

people of Israel are a special people to God with a unique mission assigned to 

them. 

4. This idea is the subject of other passages that expand on the idea: 

Deuteronomy 7:6  “For you are a holy people to the 

Lord your God; the Lord your God has chosen you to be a 

people for His own possession out of all the peoples who are 

on the face of the earth. 

Deuteronomy 26:18 “The Lord has today declared you 

to be His people, a treasured possession, as He promised 

you, and that you should keep all His commandments; 
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Deuteronomy 26:19  and that He will set you high 

above all nations which He has made, for praise, fame, and 

honor; and that you shall be a consecrated people to the Lord 

your God, as He has spoken.” 

5. During human history, there have been two derivations of Client Nations, the 

five Jewish Client Nations of the Old Testament, which we have studied, and a 

synopsis of those in Gentile Client Nations beginning with Rome down to the 

present hour in the United States.  

6. The Jewish category of Client Nation is also referred to as a Priest Nation 

because it had a specialized priesthood within the tribe of Levi.  Its primary 

obligations were presenting all the aspects of the Jewish faith through the 

presentation of rituals and ordinances. 

7. No such obligation is placed on Gentile Client Nations since every believer is a 

priest and not assigned to a specific group of people.  Therefore, it is a 

universal priesthood of believers. 

8. There are specific responsibilities for the priesthood of believers in the Church 

Age. 

1 Peter 2:9   But you and only you are an elect 

race, a royal priesthood, a holy nation, a protected people 

that you should communicate to others the excellencies of 

Him who called you out of darkness into his amazing light.  

(EXT) 

9. There is a specific designation for those who populate a Gentile Client Nation 

found in the Greek text of: 

2 Corinthians 5:17  Therefore if anyone is in 

Christ, he is a new creature [ kainÒj kt…sij (kainós ktísis): 

“a new spiritual species” ]; the old things [ ¢rca‹oj 

(archaíos): spiritual death ] awaypassedhave  

[ paršrcomai (parérchomai vanished):  ] newbehold,;

things have come. 

10. Client Nations to God are under divine protection when it contains a large and 

advancing Pivot whose members provide blessings by association to those in 

the population and provide historical blessings upon the nation. 

11. Yet a Client Nation is destroyed by the reversionistic decline of believers who 

spin-off from the Pivot of mature believers.  It is tragic that some who advance 

to the level of spiritual maturity allow themselves to stop the necessary 

advance of spiritual growth and backslide into reversionism. 
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12. When there is Pivot shrinkage over a period of time, then at some point the 

Client Nation loses is relationship with God which precipitates the advance of 

the five cycles of discipline. 

B. The Destruction of a Client Nation 

1. There were numerous periods of apostacy in Client Nation Israel.  Its presence 

always resulted in the decline and then the fall of the nation involved. 

2. In the Israelite Client Nations, the source of the decline was the negative 

volition of the priesthood in association with the civil authorities and the 

Jewish population in general. 

3. The Old Testament provides examples of the loss of thought that illustrates 

reasons for the decline and fall of a Client Nation: 

Jeremiah 6:13  “For from the least of them even to 

the greatest of them, everyone is greedy for gain, and from 

the prophet even to the priest everyone deals falsely. 

v. 14  “They have healed the brokenness of My 

people superficially, saying, ‘Peace, peace,’ but there is no 

peace. 

v. 15  “Were they ashamed because of the 

abomination they have done?  They were not even ashamed 

at all; they did not even know how to blush.  Therefore, they 

shall fall among those who fall; at the time that I punish 

them, they shall be cast down,” says the Lord.  (EXT) 

4. The prophet Ezekiel offers one of his exhortations on the issue of reversionism.  

One example is his castigations of the prophets who led the people astray.   

Ezekiel 13:10  “It is definitely because they [the 

false prophets] have misled My people by saying, ‘Peace!’ 

when there is no peace.  And when anyone builds a wall [the 

lies of the civil leaders], behold, they cover it with 

whitewash [false solutions for the nation’s problems]; 

v. 11  so tell those who plaster it over with 

whitewash, that it will fall.  A flooding rain will come, and 

you, O hailstones, will fall; and a violent wind will break 

out. 

v. 12  “Behold, when the wall has fallen, will you not 

be asked, ‘Where is the plaster with which you plastered 

it?’” 




